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tingling pleasure of watching her cat enjoyments, legitimate and
disgraceful. To stop life, even a life as small as Josephine's, to be
responsible deliberately for quenching the spark, appeared unbeliev-
ably grotesque in war-time when life was being stopped everywhere
on such a monstrous, such a colossal scale. I could not be responsible
for this immense slaughter and preparation for slaughter going on
over the five continents of the world, but I would be responsible,
I personally, for giving the order to the vet for killing Josephine;
for putting out a finger and laying it on all that quickness and
urgency so that suddenly it was still. Life is life wherever you
find it: And for the very reason that in war, especially in this
war, it has to be treated with statistical carelessness, it seems
important as never before for each individual one of us not to
condemn the smallest fragment of life within our own range of
authority. I am not a pacifist; I recognize that it was worked
out to such a struggle between good and evil, freedom and tyranny,
God and Lucifer, that even if the millions were not consenting to
die, they could only retain something less than life; that "he is
dead who will not fight, and who dies fighting has increase".
But I must learn more about death, now, while it is at
us all around, counted with long rows of naught and naught and
naught, till imagination reels. I dare not go on knowing so little,
never concentrating on the idea as Tolstoi concentrated for years
of mental horror and mutiny, till at last he was able to accept death
and live with it. For surely the more we realize in words of one
syllable that death means the extinction of all we know of life, the
harder we will fight against its premature and unnecessary
entrances; the harder fpr every Josephine who produces life and
whose little life and death lie in our own hands, not Hitler's.
"Life in hand" is, I suppose, the meaning of a formulated
religion, disciplining into shape and rhythm and accessibility the
wild spirit of life. Many say: "Why should I need a more
orthodox form of religion which urge£ goodness only for the sake
of a reward in Heaven, when I should be good and do good for the
sake of what I know is good?** And they say this in austere
individual pride, and call it ethics; unaware that they have spoken
of the very fount of orthodox .religion in those four words "of
what I know"—steady proclamation in prose which runs beneath
action and conscious thought; ironically obe4ient as a river deny-
ing its mysterious source.
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